Abstract. We propose a constraint-based approach towards automated termination analysis of Constraint Handling Rules (CHR). Similar to such approaches for Logic Programming (LP), we define a symbolic level mapping on atoms of the program and express termination conditions using these. Then, we search for an assignment to the symbolic coefficients, validating the termination conditions. However, different from the approaches developed for LP, termination of CHR programs is concerned with multi-headed rules, while the existing constraint-based approaches in LP are developed for definite programs. These cannot be adapted directly to a multi-headed context. In the following we discuss a constraint-based approach for CHR programs and show how such an approach can be obtained by an elegant reuse of existing techniques in LP. We evaluate the approach, using our implementation, CHRisTA.
use of built-ins provided in the host-language, Prolog. The built-in less/2 succeeds if term-size of its first argument is smaller than term-size of its second, recombine/3 defines mutations and crossover of genes and f itter/2 succeeds if its first argument contains a fitter gene than its second.
For a given query, different computations may exist. This is due to the nondeterministic choice of mates in the reproduction rules and the non-deterministic removal of alpha-males in the selection rule. Alpha-males will therefore mate with a non-deterministic subset of the female population to produce offspring. To prove termination, we require finiteness of all computations from a given query. If this query is composed of males and females with given generations, thus ground first arguments, termination is guaranteed due to a limited number of children produced. That is, every generation can only produce younger generations and since generations have a lower bound, this process dies out.
Until recently, two complementary techniques existed to prove termination of CHR programs: A technique for CHR without propagation [1] and a technique for CHR with propagation [7] . These techniques were generalized in [6] , resulting in a single approach, able to prove new classes of CHR programs terminating. However, [6] only describes the theory of the termination analysis. In the current paper, we discuss how the technique in [6] can be automated. Also, we evaluate the approach and discuss extensions.
To prove termination of CHR programs, separate conditions exist for propagation rules and simplification rules [6] . In these conditions, built-ins are left unconsidered. We assume them to terminate on their own and not to introduce new CHR constraints. However, built-ins may impose interargument relations. These relations are assumed to be given and represent the success set of a builtin, according to its specification in the host-language. An interargument relation therefore estimates the effect of answer substitutions of built-ins in a rule.
To express these relations, we resort to reduction pairs ( , ) [5] , consisting of a quasi-order : a reflexive (s s) and transitive (s u v → s v) binary relation; and a well-founded order : a transitive relation without infinite chains (s 0 s 1 . . . ); that are compatible (s u v → s v). We define the associated equivalence relation s ≈ t ↔ s t ∧ t s. Thus, for the less/2 predicate, we can define its interargument relation as R less/2 = {(t 1 , t 2 ) | t 1 , t 2 ∈ Term P ∧t 1 ≺ t 2 }. The interargument relations of the other built-ins, recombine/3 and f itter/2, are not discussed. They are not required to prove termination.
As mentioned, separate conditions exists for propagation and simplification rules. For propagation rules, the level value of any head constraint must be strictly larger than the level value of any added body CHR constraint. Thus the conditions for the propagation rules in the running example, take the form:
Notice that by ∀X, we mean all assignments of terms constructible from the program, to the variables occurring in the conditions. The scope of these as-signments is restricted by interargument relations in the pre-condition. To prove termination, we have to find a reduction pair, validating these conditions.
For simplification rules, the condition is more complex. The condition requires a multi-set decrease between removed heads and added body CHR constraints. Such an ordering is induced on a reduction pair. Let ( , ) be a reduction pair for the elements of two multi-sets X and Y . Let n X r be the number of elements in X that are equivalent to some term r, given the reduction pair ( , ). Then, X has a strictly larger multi-set size than Y , denoted X m Y , if there exists an r such that n X r > n Y r and such that for any q r : n
We call r and q ranks and represent them using a term or a constraint. These denote an equivalence class of terms or constraints, given ( , ). In the context of a multi-set decrease, we call r the decreasing rank. Thus we obtain for the selection rule, the decrease condition:
The condition on simplification rules has a second requirement. No CHR constraint, added by propagation on the added CHR constraints of a simplification rule, may undo the multi-set decrease. Thus for every match of an added CHR constraint with a head of a propagation rule, we add to the pre-condition, the match and the built-ins of a renamed variant of the propagation rule. Then, in the conclusion, we express decrease conditions, using r as a representation for the decreasing rank, associated to the multi-set decrease. We get:
To express the conditions for simplification rules using the reduction pair, multiple disjunctive conditions turn up, all implying the multi-set decrease of the original condition. Consider for example the multi-set decrease between {A, B} m {C, D}, given a reduction pair ( , ). Then, A B ∧ A C ∧ A D → {A, B} m {C, D}, but also B A ∧ B C ∧ B D → {A, B} m {C, D} and others. For every such instance, a different decreasing rank can be determined. So if we represent the instances of the condition on the selection rule of our running example, then we get after filling in the decreasing rank:
Validity of one of these conditions is sufficient to prove validity of the original condition containing the multi-set decrease. Notice that if multiple simplification rules are present in a CHR program, that for each of these rules a decrease condition is formulated containing a multi-set decrease. For every one of these conditions, several instances may exist. Therefore, for every combination of instances, together with the conditions on propagation rules, we obtain a disjunctive system of conditions, each one of them implying validity of the original system. The resulting systems of conditions take a similar form as the system of conditions derived for a logic program and thus can be solved by techniques developed in termination analysis for LP. For example by a constraint-based approach using polynomial interpretations [5] .
We implemented a constraint-based approach with polynomial interpretations for CHR on top of Prolog. We called the system CHRisTA (CHR Termination Analyzer) and implemented it in CHR(SWI-Prolog) 1 . The system lacks a call set analyzer, to be a fully-automated termination analyzer. Thus, to handle non-ground queries, we provide the system with call types, such as the ones derived by call set analyzers for LP [3] . We obtain promising results with our analyzer, being able to prove termination of the entire benchmark of [1] and [7] . Furthermore, we can handle the programs, compl i , not in the scope of [1] or [7] . The constructed programs, constr i , are included to demonstrate the impact of increasing numbers of heads and bodies. constr 1 contains a single-headed simplification rule with one body CHR constraint. The second and third program contain two body CHR constraints. constr 4 until constr 11 contain two heads and one body CHR constraint and the remaining programs, two heads and two body CHR constraints. The impact of an increasing number of heads is bigger than the impact of an increasing number of bodies. This is because the number of multi-set instances is mainly determined by the number of heads. The differences between programs containing the same numbers of heads and bodies is because termination is proven using different underlying multi-set instances.
The order in which these instances are tried is pre-defined. In our case, we first try the instances corresponding to the condition on simplification rules formulated in [7] . It expresses a more restricted form of a multi-set decrease, corresponding to a strict subset of the multi-set instances that we obtain. Since the set of instances from [7] is much smaller and has proven its applicability on many practical problems in CHR, we try these instances first.
In the table, containing our evaluation results, there are still some classes of CHR programs that cannot be handled using CHRisTA. These are marked with '-'. A first important class of problems are non-primitive recursive programs, such as the ackermann program. Such programs require a lexicographical interpretation for atoms, which CHRisTA cannot handle as yet. However, similar to how the problem is solved in LP, it can be solved in CHR by application of the underlying ideas of the Dependency Pair Approach [4] .
To prove problems such as concat terminating, we require more expressive polynomial interpretations, e.g. a mixed polynomial form. In CHRisTA we provide only the linear form. However, as in [5] , more expressive forms can easily be incorporated. Another limitation is that simplification rules cannot contain more than a total number of five head and body constraints. Multi-set instances for bigger rules were not pre-computed, but can be added to the list of multi-set instances. This is why we cannot handle genint 3 .
Problems regarding bounded increase, such as genint 2 , cannot be handled. Even in LP, such programs cause problems for analyzers. For programs that only terminate for a subset of the considered class of queries, such as pathc, no solutions exist. Finally, there are programs such as ztoa that cannot be proven terminating due to no clear concept of a success set in CHR.
To conclude, we have shown how termination for CHR programs can be proved automatically, using a constraint-based approach. We have implemented the approach in a system called CHRisTA and obtained good results when evaluating it. Since solutions exist for many of the considered problem classes, we will direct future work towards solving these issues first and further extending our analyzer.
